700 THE TRAFFIC CONTROL PLAN IS DEVELOPED IN CONFORMITY WITH THE MANUAL ON UNIFORM TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES (MUTCD)(properties). IN THE EVENT CONTRIBUTORY CONDITIONS ARISE DURING PLAN DEVELOPMENT, THE DEPARTMENT MAY REQUIRE MODIFICATIONS TO THE PLAN. THE CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR INSTALLING THE PLAN AS DESIGNED. THE CONTRACTOR SHOULD BE ADEQUATELY INFORMED OF THE CONDITIONS AS THEY ARISE.

701 THE CONTRACTOR MAY USE TYPE G OR TYPE H FLUORESCENT ORANGE CONSTRUCTION SIGNS FROM THE 2019 SPECIAL AND STANDARD HIGHWAY SIGNS IN CONFORMANCE WITH THE MUTCD. WHEN USED, THE SIGNS MUST BE MOBILE OR MOUNTED ON TEMPORARY SUPPORTS. THE CONTRACTOR SHOULD BE ADEQUATELY INFORMED OF THE CONDITIONS AS THEY ARISE.

702 DURING NON-WORKING HOURS NO EQUIPMENT OR MATERIAL SHALL BE PARKED OR STORED CLOSER THAN 20 FEET TO THE CENTER OF THE WORK AREA. DURING WORKING HOURS, THE CONTRACTOR SHALL USE REFLECTORIZED DRUMS TO MARK THE WORK ZONES DURING CONSTRUCTION.

703 THE CONTRACTOR SHALL SELECT CHANNELIZING DEVICES TO EXTEND TO A POINT WHERE THEY ARE VISIBLE TO CHANNELIZING DEVICES SHALL EXTEND TO A POINT WHERE THEY ARE VISIBLE TO TRAFFIC. THE FOLLOWING SHALL APPLY:

704 THE CONTRACTOR SHALL PLACE ALL ADVANCE WARNING SIGNS BEFORE PROCEEDING WITH WORK. SIGNS SHALL BE MOBILE OR MOUNTED ON TEMPORARY SUPPORTS. SIGNS SHALL BE PLACED AT A DISTANCE OF AT LEAST 200 FEET FROM THE WORK ZONE.

705 ANY ORGANIZATION, WITHOUT THE EXPRESSED WRITTEN CONSENT OF THE ALABAMA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, MAY PLACE CONSTRUCTION SIGNS MOUNTED ON A SINGLE OR DUAL SQUARE TUBULAR OR U-COLUMN POST SHALL BE INSTALLED AS SHOWN ON SPECIAL DRAWING NO. T-2020030-001. CHANNELIZING DEVICES SHALL EXTEND TO A POINT WHERE THEY ARE VISIBLE TO TRAFFIC.

706 THE CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT HAVE A LANE CLOSURE DURING THE FOLLOWING PERIODS UNLESS DIRECTED BY THE ENGINEER OR ALABAMA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION:

707 FOR CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR'S DAY:
    FROM 12:00 NOON THE DAY BEFORE THE HOLIDAY THROUGH 11:59 PM THE DAY OF THE HOLIDAY.

708 FOR INDEPENDENCE DAY (THE 4TH OF JULY):
    FROM 12:00 NOON THE DAY BEFORE THE HOLIDAY THROUGH 11:59 PM THE DAY OF THE HOLIDAY.

709 FOR LABOR DAY:
    FROM 12:00 NOON THE WEDNESDAY BEFORE THE HOLIDAY THROUGH 11:59 PM THE DAY OF THE HOLIDAY.

710 THE CONTRACTOR SHALL COORDINATE WITH THE ENGINEER AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT AGENCIES FOR LOCAL HOLIDAYS OR EVENTS NOT LISTED ON ALABAMA'S LIST OF HOLIDAYS.

711 THE CONTRACTOR MAY USE TYPE G OR TYPE H FLUORESCENT ORANGE CONSTRUCTION SIGNS FROM THE 2019 SPECIAL AND STANDARD HIGHWAY SIGNS IN CONFORMANCE WITH THE MUTCD.

712 THE CONTRACTOR SHALL PLACE ALL ADVANCE WARNING SIGNS BEFORE PROCEEDING WITH WORK. SIGNS SHALL BE MOBILE OR MOUNTED ON TEMPORARY SUPPORTS. SIGNS SHALL BE PLACED AT A DISTANCE OF AT LEAST 200 FEET FROM THE WORK ZONE.

713 THE CONTRACTOR SHALL SELECT CHANNELIZING DEVICES TO EXTEND TO A POINT WHERE THEY ARE VISIBLE TO CHANNELIZING DEVICES SHALL EXTEND TO A POINT WHERE THEY ARE VISIBLE TO TRAFFIC.

714 THE CONTRACTOR SHALL PLACE ALL ADVANCE WARNING SIGNS BEFORE PROCEEDING WITH WORK. SIGNS SHALL BE MOBILE OR MOUNTED ON TEMPORARY SUPPORTS. SIGNS SHALL BE PLACED AT A DISTANCE OF AT LEAST 200 FEET FROM THE WORK ZONE.

715 ALL TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES THAT ARE NOT APPLICABLE TO ANY SPECIFIC TRAFFIC OR TRAFFIC CONDITION SHALL BE MOVED TO A LOCATION WHERE THEY ARE NOT IN THE PATH OF TRAFFIC.

716 THE CONTRACTOR SHALL PLACE ALL ADVANCE WARNING SIGNS BEFORE PROCEEDING WITH WORK. SIGNS SHALL BE MOBILE OR MOUNTED ON TEMPORARY SUPPORTS. SIGNS SHALL BE PLACED AT A DISTANCE OF AT LEAST 200 FEET FROM THE WORK ZONE.

717 THE CONTRACTOR SHALL PLACE ALL ADVANCE WARNING SIGNS BEFORE PROCEEDING WITH WORK. SIGNS SHALL BE MOBILE OR MOUNTED ON TEMPORARY SUPPORTS. SIGNS SHALL BE PLACED AT A DISTANCE OF AT LEAST 200 FEET FROM THE WORK ZONE.

718 LIGHTWEIGHT TYPE B WARNING LIGHTS (WEIGHING 3.3 POUNDS OR LESS) SHALL BE PLACED BEFORE THE END OF ANY EXPOSED GUARDRAIL AT NIGHT WHERE THE GUARDRAIL END ANCHOR CANNOT BE REPLACED IN ONE DAY'S TIME.